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As time moves 
on, our survivors are

passing.  We don’t know
who they all were, but we
must remember.

Teaching the Holocaust
and its lessons reinforces
how to make this world a
better place. Prejudice is
learned.  Recent events
around the state have
shown the need for
influencing the next
generation. Schools will
need to be accountable
and create assessment
reports to ensure and
measure the impact of Holocaust
education.  HERC will increase its
outreach to the Panhandle area
and will provide many resources
that will give educators tools for
curriculum. 

How YOU can become part of
the solution: Very soon HERC
programs such as the book group,
the film series and teacher
workshops will start, providing
learning opportunities.  Don’t
miss the Annual Remembrance
Dinner on October 10th when the
Guest Speaker will be James
Grymes, author of “Violins of

Hope”. The event will honor
Senator Bill Montford with the
first Legislative HERC Award.
Please come support this event
that raises funds for Holocaust
education.

Your contribution to HERC
helps a new group of teachers
understand the ramification of
prejudice. New doors will open to
students that will unlock answers
to many questions. 

As you travel, remember to
visit a Holocaust museum that is
an important source of historical
reality.  Give to your school trip
fund to support student travel to

see a museum. A trip
to hear a survivor will
be a trip never
forgotten. YOU can
make a difference!.
Thanks always for
your continued
support to help HERC
start new programs.

We look forward
for the growing
partnership with
Tallahassee
Community College.
This will enable more
opportunities to reach
the students on this

campus in many ways. Come visit
the HERC building and see the
library. Barbara

Barbara Goldstein
Executive Director

Miriam Schlezinger (1927-2016), survivor of Auschwitz, at TCC library 
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My Contribution to Understanding
Amnon Weinstein, the

founder of the project
“Violins of Hope” realized the
power of the stories behind the
violins which survived the
Holocaust.  HERC is
commemorating his legacy and
the power of music to inspire
hope at both the September 12
discussion of the book, “Violins
of Hope” and the October 10
Annual Dinner at which James
A. Grymes, the author of said
book will be speaking.  More
information about these two
events can be found elsewhere
in this newsletter. 

The founder of the project
“Violins of Hope” had the
following to say in a September
2019 interview for Cremona
Musica:

“There are no words to
explain the Holocaust. This is
my contribution to
understanding”.

“The title of the project
evolved as we went along. Many
people who played these violins
in concentration camps or in
ghettos survived the war and
gave us the instruments – so we
can tell their survival stories.
The message is that violins
helped people to live, and they
had a very special role in the
lives of these people, who went
through the most brutal era in
the history of mankind.

The first violins were
collected by my father.  The
story is very interesting. In 1936
Jewish violinist Bronislav
Huberman, who lived in Berlin,
realized that it was dangerous

for Jews to stay in Europe.  He
encouraged musicians to leave
Europe and so he established the
Palestine Philharmonic
Orchestra in Palestine.  He
auditioned many of the most
important Jewish musicians in
Europe and this proved to be a
great success.  The newly
formed orchestra was
conducted by Maestro  Arturo
Toscanini.  Many musicians
from Germany, Poland and
other countries brought with
them instruments of the best
quality, most of which were
made by German makers.  But
in 1945, after the horrors of the
Holocaust, Jewish people
boycotted German made goods,
among them violins and other
string instruments.  My father,

Moshe, bought many of these
German violins, because the
owners wanted to destroy them,
and this was sacrilege to him. In
1991 one of my pupils, the
German bow-maker Daniel
Shmidt, found the collection of
excellent violins in my workshop
and asked me to give a lecture
about German string
instruments to the German
Association of violin and bow
makers.  I refused, as they
reminded me of terrible
memories. Daniel insisted and
finally  convinced me to do so in
the annual convention in
Dresden. Following this lecture I
spoke on Israeli radio and asked
people for personal stories and
instruments from the
Holocaust.  This triggered a

Amnon Weinstein in his workshop in Tel Aviv
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snowball effect, and I received
dozens of instruments which I
restored and treated as holy
relics, doing my best to make
them sound beautifully!  Soon
enough we organized concerts
in Istanbul, Paris and then – in
the USA. Now the collection
includes 79 instruments and I
have concerts scheduled until
2022.  I would never have
expected that it could become
so important.

We have a violin which was
played in the male orchestra in
Auschwitz, where people were
sent to the gas chambers.
Another violin was thrown out
of a train window in Lyon,
France.  Yet another was buried
in a garden in Amsterdam.  Each
violin has a soul and a story of
survival.  Many have sad stories
of death, so they are the only
reminders of lost families.  We
also have a collection of violins
decorated with lovely Stars of

David, which were used by
klezmers – popular violinists.
Inside one violin we found a
swastika and the inscription:
“Heil Hitler”. This was done by a
Nazi luthier while the owner did
not realize it!

Today we cannot understand
the importance of music in that
period.  Playing, even in small
contexts and small concert halls,
was a very moving moment, a
half-hour of relief in an
unbelievable horror.  In
Auschwitz, there were eight
orchestras, that played when
people went and returned from
work.  Playing was a kind of
prayer,
as much Jewish music is
inspired by prayers. In many
memories, people describe how
emotional it was playing in the
ghettos too.  The first violin I
repaired was played while the
prisoners went to the gas 

chambers.  Listening to that
same sound today, the last
sound ever heard by those
people is now very emotional.
Violins give taste to life, and I
think I am really lucky to give
new life to these instruments.   

My wife comes from a
famous family of partisans.  I
buy and read every book about
the Holocaust I can find, but I
cannot understand how people
can be so mean with other
people, also when talking. With
Jews, with Muslims, with
anybody.  I do not understand
how racism can exist today.
“Violins of Hope” is my
contribution to try to make
people understand what
happened in that period, even if
it is impossible.  There are no
right words, in any languages, to
explain the Holocaust, we will
need thousands of years to totally
understand that period.”

My Contribution to Understanding continued from page 1
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When: Thursday, September 12, 2019
Time: 6:30 pm 
Where:         Midtown Reader

1123 Thomasville Road

For more information contact Barbara Goldstein at barbara@holocaustresources.org

www.HolocaustResources.org

Designated Site of the FDOE Commissioner's Task Force on Holocaust Education.  
Funded in part by FDOE Commissioner's Task Force on Holocaust Education.  

(From a review in Goodreads) A stirring testament
to the strength of the human spirit and the power of
music, Violins of Hope tells the remarkable stories of
violins played by Jewish musicians during the
Holocaust, and the Israeli violin maker dedicated to
bringing these inspirational instruments back to life.

The violin has formed an important aspect of
Jewish culture for centuries . . . But during the
Holocaust, the violin assumed extraordinary new roles
within the Jewish community. For some musicians, the
instrument was a liberator; for others, it was a savior
that spared their lives. For many, the violin provided
comfort in mankind’s darkest hour, and, in at least one
case, helped avenge murdered family members. Above
all, the violins of the Holocaust represented strength
and optimism for the future.

In Violins of Hope, music historian James A.
Grymes tells the amazing, horrifying, and inspiring
story of the violins of the Holocaust, and of Amnon
Weinstein, the renowned Israeli violinmaker who has
devoted the past twenty years to restoring these

instruments in tribute to those who were lost,
including 400 members of his own family. Juxtaposing
tales of individual violins with one man’s harrowing
struggle to reconcile his own family’s history and the
history of his people, it is a poignant, affecting, and
ultimately uplifting look at the Holocaust and its
enduring impact.

Other events surrounding the Violins of Hope:
James Grymes will be the featured speaker at this
year’s HERC Dinner on October 10.  See the
information about how to acquire tickets for the
dinner and to hear him speak elsewhere in the
newsletter.

In addition, to honor Mr. Grymes and the Violins of
Hope, the FSU Symphony Orchestra will present a
concert entitled, “Violins of Hope” on Sunday, October
13 at 3:00PM in the Ruby Diamond Concert Hall.
General Admission. Tickets are $10.  Seniors and non-
FSU students are $7, and FSU students are free with
ID.  The box office is closed until September 3.

Violins of Hope by James A. Grymes

September Book Discussion
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ANNUAL REMEMBRANCE DINNER
Stand Up, Speak Out – Make the World a Better Place

2019

When:                       Thursday, October 10, 2019 
Time:                         Reception 5:30 PM • Dinner 6:30 PM 
Where:                      Goodwood Carriage House
                                  1600 Miccosukee Road
                                   FREE Parking at the Goodwood Museum & Gardens

www.HolocaustResources.org

Honoring
Senator 
Bill Montford
Legislative Award

Guest Speaker
James Grymes
Author 
Violins of Hope

$100 per person – Limited Space
Paypal at HERC website or mail check to PO Box 16282, Tallahassee, Florida 32317

Sponsorships Available •  For More Information Contact 
Barbara Goldstein • barbara@holocaustresources.org • 850-443.9649

Honorary Chairs:  Judy and Steve Winn • Emcee:  Gil Ziffer
Fundraising Event In Support of Holocaust Education

Instruments of Hope and 
Liberation in Man’s Darkest Hour

National Jewish
Book Award
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www.HolocaustResources.org

Individual Tickets are $100.00 each
RESERVATIONS DEADLINE OCTOBER 4, 2019

Please send checks to: HERC, P.O. Box 16282, Tallahassee, FL 32317 OR PayPal on www.holocaustresources.org
For more information contact Barbara Goldstein at 850-443-9649 or hercdinner@gmail.com

ANNUAL REMEMBRANCE DINNER
Sponsor Opportunities

Thursday, October 10, 2019
NEW LOCATION: Goodwood Carriage House • 1600 Miccosukee Road

• Event is named for Sponsor with listing as dinner sponsor
on invitation and on marketing materials

• Two tables – Twenty dinner tickets
• Photo-op with guest speaker
• Business logo with link or Sponsor’s name on

HERC website

• On screen donor listing with verbal recognition at event
• Business logo or Sponsor’s name listed in event program
• Lobby Big Board listing
• HERC Annual Membership

TITLE SPONSOR  – $10,000

• One table – Ten dinner tickets
• Photo-op with guest speaker
• Business logo with link or Sponsor’s name on

HERC website

• On screen donor listing with verbal recognition at event
• Business logo or Sponsor’s name listed in event program
• Lobby Big Board listing
• HERC Annual Membership

GOLD SPONSOR  – $5,000

• One table – Eight dinner tickets
• Business logo with link or Sponsor’s name on

HERC website
• On screen donor listing with verbal recognition at event

• Business logo or Sponsor’s name listed in event program
• Lobby Big Board listing
• HERC Annual Membership

SILVER SPONSOR  – $3,000 

• Six dinner tickets
• Business logo with link or Sponsor’s name on

HERC website
• On screen donor listing with verbal recognition at event

• Business logo or Sponsor’s name listed in event program
• Lobby Big Board listing
• HERC Annual Membership

HOPE SPONSOR  – $2,000 

• Two dinner tickets
• Business logo with link or Sponsor’s name on

HERC website
• On screen donor listing with verbal recognition at event

• Business logo or Sponsor’s name listed in event program
• Lobby Big Board listing
• HERC Annual Membership

REMEMBRANCE SPONSOR  – $500



The HERC Book Group 2019-2020

For more information contact Barbara Goldstein at barbara@holocaustresources.org

www.HolocaustResources.org

Designated Site of the FDOE Commissioner's Task Force on Holocaust Education.  
Funded in part by FDOE Commissioner's Task Force on Holocaust Education.  

The Holocaust Education Resource Council
(HERC) Book Group eagerly anticipates the start of its
eighth year.  Its primary purpose is to foster a greater
understanding of the history of the Holocaust,
including its origins and processes, as well as to
promote good relations among diverse groups within
our community.  This is an open forum and 
everyone is welcome to come and participate.  

Discussions will be held on the second Thursday
every other month from September through March.
All meetings will be held at at Midtown Reader at 1123
Thomasville Rd. from 6:30 pm – 8:00 pm.  Books are
selected by a volunteer committee, and professional
educators facilitate the discussion and provide
historical background.  The selections for the 2019-
2020 season are:   

“Violins of Hope” 
by James A. Grymes 
September 12, 2019
The tales, both horrific and inspiring, of violins
and the resilient Jewish musicians who played
them in the camps, the ghettos, and the forests
for survival and hope during the Holocaust are
told along with the story of the Israeli
violinmaker who is committed to bringing these
instruments back to life. 

“The Unwanted ” 
by Michael Dobbs
January 9, 2020
Deeply researched, this is the riveting narrative of
four extended Jewish families from southern
Germany; their deportations to concentration
camps in France and their desperate struggles to
obtain American visas.   Their fates are linked to the
contentious divide in the U.S. over immigration
policy under FDR. The result is a story of
determination, success, and frustration.

“The Tattooist of Auschwitz” 
by Heather Morris
November 14, 2019
Morris met an aging Lale Sokolov and realized
that his harrowing story of survival as a Jewish
tattooist in Auschwitz needed to be told.  Lale
arrived in Auschwitz in 1942 and through
cunning, black marketeering, and willpower
survived.  Love and humanity existed even under
the darkest conditions possible.

“The Liberators, America’s
Witnesses to the Holocaust” 
by Michael Hirsh
March 12, 2020
To commemorate the 75th anniversary of the
liberation of the concentration camps in western
Europe, we will discuss the astonishing stories told by
the first Americans to see the full and horrifying truth
of the inconceivable atrocities of the Holocaust.
Hirsh interviewed over 150 Liberators whose
recollections are powerful, vivid, and life-changing.

HERC encourages all book group participants to join HERC and help fund teacher training for Holocaust
studies in our schools and special programs in the community throughout the year.  A membership form
may be obtained at the HERC Web site listed below.   

HERC Book Group at Midtown Reader at 1123 Thomasville Road • 6:30 pm – 8:00 pm

Tallahasse 
Community 
College

HERC August Newsletter 7
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Register at: holocaustresources.org/holocaust -
education-workshop-2019
For more info, contact: Barbara Goldstein
barbara@holocaustresources.org • 850-443-9649
*FREE Program with Resources Provided

TEACHING THE HOLOCAUST
Empowering Students

When: Monday, October 21, 2019
Time:    8:30 am - 3:30 pm 
Where: Workforce Development Building 

Tallahassee Community College
444 Appleyard Dr

Sponsored by 

Why Attend This Program?
This professional development session will give you the tools
to teach and initiate important discussions about the
complex lessons of the Holocaust. In exploring classroom-
tested strategies that can be implemented in your classroom,
you will leave
with increased
confidence and
effective
materials to
tackle the tough
questions your
students have
about this
subject. The why.
The how.

What Is Echoes & Reflections?
Echoes & Reflections is the premier source for Holocaust
educational materials and dynamic content, empowering
teachers and students with the insight needed to question
the past and foresight to impact the future. We partner with
educators to support them, foster confidence, and amplify
their skills and resources to teach about the Holocaust in a
comprehensive and meaningful way.

To learn more, visit our website at echoesandreflections.org
A joint program of the Anti-Defamation League, USC Shoah Foundation, and Yad Vashem

Program Goals
Through this program, educators will:

1 Explore a sound pedagogy for the planning and
implementation of Holocaust education in the
classroom; 

2 Examine instructional enhancements to support
student learning and understanding; 

3 Discover and utilize classroom-ready digital assets
including lesson plans, visual history testimonies,
and additional primary source materials; 

4 Enhance personal knowledge about the Holocaust,
including the history of antisemitism; and 

5 Build confidence and capacity to teach this complex
subject.

"The ultimate job of a teacher is to make connections
to your students with the curriculum. You want them
to walk away with a personal sense of responsibility.
Echoes & Reflections helps me do that.”

— Social Studies Teacher, 
Pinebush High School, New York

https://holocaustresources.org/holocaust-education-workshop-2019/
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Membership Form


